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Bee Round 4
Regulation Questions
(1) This work’s penultimate movement depicts the “Great Wrath.” Robert Kajanus [ka-hah-noos]
premiered this work, which was composed for the 1899 Press Celebrations. The third movement of
this work depicts Bishop Henry’s baptism of its composer’s country. This work, which was performed
under titles like “Impromptu” and “A Scandinavian Choral March,” carefully avoided censorship while
encouraging resistance against the Russians. The “Song of Vainamoinen” is heard during, for the point,
what nationalistic tone poem by Jean Sibelius?
ANSWER: Finlandia
(2) Description acceptable. The Battle of Xuan Loc was the last major battle preceding this event. This
event involved President Thieu resignation and denouncing of the United States. The evacuation signal
for an operation preceding this event was the playing of Irving Berlin’s “White Christmas.” Prior to this
event, about 7,000 people were evacuated by helicopter in Operation Frequent Wind. After it, the city at
the center of this event was renamed Ho Chi Minh City. For the point, name this 1975 event that occurred
following the fall of Saigon.
ANSWER: re-unification of Vietnam (or descriptions of the end of the Vietnam War; accept fall
of Saigon until mentioned)
(3) Workers in this industry were targeted by John and James McNamara in a 1910 explosion in Los
Angeles. In his later career, a man in this industry lost to Charles Evans Hughes in the 1906 gubernatorial
race in between multiple failed bids for Mayor of New York. One man with this occupation hired Richard
Outcault to create the Yellow Kid, naming a type of this occupation that helped sensationalise the sinking
of the USS Maine and spark the Spanish-American War. For the point, name this occupation held by
William Randolph Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer, who owned the New York Journal and World.
ANSWER: journalism (accept anything to do with newspapers)
(4) One character in this work kills lice one by one by scraping them off his skin into a boot-polish tin.
Another character in this work grimaces at the site of horses tripping over their own guts. A corporal in
this work attempts to resolve Kindertaver and Tjaden’s chronic bed-wetting by having them sleep in the
same bunk bed. After Franz Kemmerich dies of gangrene in this novel, Mueller inherits his boots. For
the point, name this novel about Paul Baumer and the brutality of World War I, a work by Erich Maria
Remarque.
ANSWER: All Quiet on the Western Front (or Im Westen nichts Neues)
(5) Turning points in this war included human wave attacks by the Basij during Operation Undeniable
Victory, and the liberation of Korrahmshahr. The Osirak nuclear reactor was destroyed in this war’s
Operation Scorch Sword. Operation Earnest Will was a U.S. effort to protect oil-bearing ships during this
war’s “Tanker War” phase, and its end saw the Halabja chemical attack kill thousands of civilian Kurds.
This war was provoked by a revolution that overthrew Reza Pahlavi, its eastern participant’s Shah. For
the point, name this 1980 war fought between Ayatollah Khomeini and Saddam Hussein.
ANSWER: Iran-Iraq War
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(6) One expedition for this nation killed Mwenda Msiri and was named after William Stairs. This nation
divided one colony into terres vacantes and its brutal Force Publique cut off the hands of some of its
people. This nation only allowed products to be sold to the state, primarily ivory and rubber, in violation
of the Berlin Conference.This nation occupied Rwanda and Burundi after World War I, both adjacent
to its largest territory, a personal holding of its king Leopold II. For the point, identify this nation that
owned the Congo during the Scramble for Africa.
ANSWER: Kingdom of Belgium
(7) This man was authorized to perform one action by the Capitulation of Toledo. This man defeated his
former ally Diego de Almagro at the Battle of Las Salinas. This man and his “Famous Thirteen” surprised
an enemy despite being heavily outnumbered and took a ruler prisoner at the Battle of Cajamarca.
Despite receiving enough gold and silver to fill rooms in ransom, this man burned that captive, Atahualpa,
at the stake. This man captured the city of Cuzco but made his capital at Lima. For the point, name this
Spanish Conquistador and conqueror of the Inca.
ANSWER: Francisco Pizarro González
(8) A Boublil and Schonberg musical sets Puccini’s Madame Butterfly during this war. A film set during
this war ends with troops singing the “Mickey Mouse March” and features a character who wears a helmet
with a peace sign and the slogan “Born to Kill” on it. Another film set during this war, inspired by Heart
of Darkness, sets the music of Wagner’s “Ride of the Valkyries” to a scene of helicopters attacking a
village. For the point, name this war, the setting of Full Metal Jacket, Apocalypse Now, and Miss Saigon.
ANSWER: Vietnam War
(9) This city is home to the recently-refurbished Ponte City Apartment tower. In June 1976, over ten
thousand high school students in a suburb of this city walked to Orlando Stadium to protest the use of
Afrikaans in schools. This city on the Witwatersrang is home to FNB Stadium, the site of the 2010 FIFA
World Cup Final and the memorial service for Nelson Mandela. Unlike Bloemfontein, Pretoria, and Cape
Town, it is not a capital of its country. For the point, name this largest city in South Africa.
ANSWER: Johannesburg
(10) China refused to trade with this country due to “dwarf bandits” engaging in piracy. This country’s
scientific progress was developed through contact with the Dutch at Dejima. Townsend Harris negotiated
American diplomacy and trade with this country, leading to the Ansei treaties with Europe. The Black
Ships of Commodore Matthew Perry weakened sakoku, this country’s policy of isolationism. For the point,
name this Asian country that closed its borders to trade during the Tokugawa Shogunate.
ANSWER: Japan (or Nippon)
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(11) Two years after this event, the Consortium for Humanitarian Agencies said that fifteen aides working
on its aftermath were executed in the village of Muttur. The Free Aceh [ah-chay] movement declared a
ceasefire of hostilities in the aftermath of this event, then dissolved after thirty years of conflict. This event
was caused by the Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, the third largest ever recorded. For the point, name
this December 2004 event, heavily affecting the countries of Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Thailand and India.
ANSWER: 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami (prompt on earthquake, accept any answer
mentioning the tsunami that happened in 2004)
(12) Upon inspecting this place, one colonel wrote, “if there has ever been a dollar here, I have no
knowledge of it.” Another lieutenant defending this place described how he answered calls for surrender
with cannon fire in a letter he gave to courier Albert Martin. The news of events at this place sparked
mass evacuation of homes known as “The Runaway Scrape.” To test loyalty, a line was drawn in the sand
at this location. James Neill was replaced at this location by a man who promised “Victory or Death.”
William Travis, Jim Bowie and Davy Crockett defended, for the point, what San Antonio mission that
Texan soldiers repeatedly shouted to “remember” during the Battle of San Jacinto?
ANSWER: Battle of the Alamo
(13) In the paper “The Doctrine of Chances,” Charles Sanders Peirce [PURSE] called this concept
“the Gospel of Greed,” contrasting it with the Gospel of Christ. One major proponent of this concept
conducted some of the first research on genius and talent, and developed eugenics; that man, Francis
Galton, is the half-cousin of the man who names this concept. For the point, name this theory advocated
for by the man who coined the term “survival of the fittest,” Herbert Spencer, that controversially applies
evolutionary biology to human society.
ANSWER: Social Darwinism (prompt on “survival of the fittest” until mentioned)
(14) This status is awarded to the Burakumin people of Japan and the Twa of Rwanda. People of
these status were later divided into groups such as the Bhangis, Doms, Mahar, and Chamar. Kanshi
Ram formed the Bahujan Samaj party to represent people with this status. Gandhi helped popularize
the term Harijan to describe these people, which removed negative connotations. People with this status
are alternatively called “dalit” and hold only low-paying, menial jobs. For the point, give the term for
members of the lowest level of the Hindu caste.
ANSWER: untouchables (accept dalit before mentioned)
(15) Despite staunch defense, this location was overtaken following the Battle of Rehe during Operation
Nekka. A demilitarized zone ranging 100 miles south of this location was then established by the Tangku
Truce. The Old Dragon Head is where this structure meets the sea. Qin Shi Huang began the first major,
unifying construction of this structure. The Ming heavily reinforced this structure in attempt to halt
Mongol raids. For the point, name this series of fortifications along the historical northern border of
China, which can’t actually be seen from space.
ANSWER: Great Wall of China
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(16) In 2014, members of this city’s football team, including Stedman Bailey and Jared Cook, entered the
field with their hands up in solidarity with local Black Lives Matter protesters. Real estate mogul Stan
Kroenke owns an NFL team that moved to this city from Anaheim in 1995; this city’s fans then turned
against Kroenke when he moved the team back to the Los Angeles area in 2016. For the point, name this
midwestern U.S. city that no longer hosts the NFL’s Rams, but still claims the “Best Fans in Baseball”
for its Cardinals.
ANSWER: St. Louis
(17) This battle was followed by the First Battle of the Aisne. Charles Lanrezac was relieved after his
withdrawal from the Battle of Charleroi prior to this battle. The newly formed Sixth Army attacked over
the Ourcq River during this battle. That opened a large hole in enemy lines that the British Expeditionary
Force attempted to exploit. Taxi cabs were used to transport troops to the front in this battle. The
Schlieffen Plan went awry as a result of this battle. For the point, name this World War I battle that
prevented Germany from conquering Paris and began trench warfare.
ANSWER: First Battle of the Marne
(18) The losers of this battle moved its base from Sestos while the other side was based in Lampsacus.
This battle reversed a catastrophic defeat for its winners the prior year at Arginusae. Conon escaped this
battle with just nine triremes. This battle led to the defeat of the Delian League and installation of the
Thirty Tyrants by Lysander to rule the vanquished enemy. For the point, name this 405 BC naval battle
in which Sparta defeated Athens to end the Peloponnesian War.
ANSWER: Battle of Aegospotami
(19) One painting set in this location focuses on two women, one in a pink dress, and one with bright red
pants, crouching in front of a blue mountain in the background. That painting sold for $300 million in
2015, and is titled “When Will You Marry?” One painting of this location includes a child eating an apple
next to a goat seated under a blue statue of a religious figure, and sees a woman reaching for an apple at
its center. That painting is meant to answer answer the three questions, “Where do we come from? What
are we? Where are we going?” For the point, name this Pacific island home of Paul Gauguin.
ANSWER: Tahiti
(20) The Special Organization carried out this event, which was authorized by passage of the Tehcir
Law. Red Sunday marked the beginning of this event, which was condemned by a commission led by
Henry Morgenthau. The Siege of Van protected some people from this event, which was ordered by the
Committee of Union and Progress. Article 301 prevents discussion of this event. Tragedies during this
event include drownings at Trabzon and a forced march through Syria. For the point, name this event
where the Ottoman Empire systematically killed a Christian minority from the Caucasus during World
War I.
ANSWER: Armenian genocide (accept equivalents for genocide)
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(21) The victims of this event were buried by paid civilians after a blizzard had cleared out. Henry’s
Brunettes helped protect the perpetrators of this event from reprisal in the following Drexel Mission Fight.
The commander in charge at this event was reprimanded by Nelson Miles but allowed to continue leading
the 7th Cavalry. James Forsyth’s men initiated this event that began when soldiers attempted to take the
rifle of the deaf Black Coyote. Fears invoked by the Ghost Dance may have helped cause this event. For
the point, name this 1890 massacre of Lakota Sioux at a namesake creek.
ANSWER: Wounded Knee Massacre
(22) This historical center of pearl fishing has been ruled by the Maktoum family since 1833. Mistreatment
of foreign workers in this city was the subject of a 2009 documentary by VICE about its “slaves.” Due to
a bailout that this city received in the wake of the Great Recession, an Adrian Smith-designed skyscraper
in this city was renamed to honor the head of a neighboring emirate, Abu Dhabi. For the point, name this
city in the United Arab Emirates which is home to the tallest building in the world, the Burj Khalifa.
ANSWER: Dubai
(23) The ruler Fajsz lost power after a defeat at this battle. This battle was followed shortly by an
engagement at Recknitz. Some of the losing troops of this battle were sent back to Taksony after having
their ears and noses removed, though Lel and Sur were not spared. Burchard III led the Swabians in
this battle in which Conrad the Red was killed. This battle was fought near Augsburg in Bavaria, and is
credited with ending the Hungarian raids on Western Europe. For the point, name this 955 victory for
Otto the Great against the Magyar tribes.
ANSWER: Battle of Lechfeld
(24) This man won the Battle of Bezzecca, the only battle his side won in one war he fought in. He
commanded the Army of the Vosges in another war, and he was captured at the Battle of Aspromonte. He
commanded a fleet during the Uruguayan Civil War, for which he was later dubbed the “Hero of the Two
Worlds”. This man founded the International Legion after the Battle of Volturnus, which came at the end
of his Expedition of the Thousand, where he annexed the Two Sicilies with the blessing of Count Cavour.
For the point, name this prominent figure in the Risorgimento, leader of the redshirts, and national hero
of Italy.
ANSWER: Giuseppe Garibaldi
(25) During the 1980s, French doctors knowingly gave sufferers of this disease HIV-positive blood
transfusions. A disease discovered by a Finnish doctor with similar symptoms as this condition is known
as Von Willebrand disease. This condition results from factor VIII or factor IX deficiency or mutation,
and its symptoms can be mimicked by Vitamin K deficiency. Tsarevich Alexei suffered from this condition
and was allegedly treated by Rasputin. Due to inbreeding, this condition commonly afflicted European
royalty and came to be known as “the royal disease.” For the point, name this condition in which the
body is unable to properly clot blood.
ANSWER: hemophilia (prompt on descriptions of blood clotting disorders before “clot blood”)
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(26) A ban on events of this type led to Operation Minor Scale. A Japanese fisherman was killed after
the Lucky Dragon No. 5 sailed past one of these events called Operation Castle Bravo. The Rainbow
Warrior was sunk by French special forces while trying to prevent this type of event. After an event of
this type, its orchestrator said “I am become death, destroyer of worlds.” In 2006, seismographs detected
one of these events occurring at Punggye-ri in North Korea. For the point, name this type of event, of
which many were conducted at the Trinity Site by the Manhattan Project.
ANSWER: nuclear tests (accept elaborations and broad equivalents, such as detonating hydrogen
bombs)
(27) The tea ceremony was greatly influenced by this man’s advisor Sen no Rikyu. This man commissioned
the Jurakudai palace, and he secured power with a victory against the Hojo clan in the Battle of Odawara.
This man created a Buddha statue with the melted down steel of all the weapons he had taken from the
peasantry in his “sword hunt.” Forces allied with this man’s clan were defeated at the battle of Sekigahara,
marking the ascension of Tokugawa Ieyasu. For the point, name this second “Great Unifier” of Japan who
succeeded Oda Nobunaga.
ANSWER: Toyotomi Hideyoshi
(28) A cannon shot fired in this battle legendarily smashed the dining table of enemy officers. This battle’s
outcome was ensured by French forces under the Comte de Rochambeau blockading the bay. Soldiers from
one side in this battle relied on bayonets to take Redoubt 10. Charles O’Hara gave his sword to Benjamin
Lincoln at this battle’s conclusion, after which the drinking song “The World Turned Upside Down” was
played. For the point, name this decisive battle during the American Revolution that saw the surrender
of Lord Cornwallis.
ANSWER: Battle of Yorktown
(29) The Azazel Goat is pushed off a cliff during some observances of this holiday. The Kapparot ritual
takes place during this holiday, in which participants either swing a chicken or a bag of money overhead
before donating it. The Kol Nidre prayer is recited during this holiday that is marked by 25 hours of fast.
This holiday takes place on the 10th day in the month of Tishrei, nine days after Rosh Hashanah. Sandy
Koufax refused to play Game 1 of the 1965 World Series to observe, for the point, what Jewish Day of
Atonement?
ANSWER: Yom Kippur (prompt on day of atonement before mentioned)
(30) Matsukata Masayoshi established the first of these institutions in Japan. One of these institutions
gained part of the Maestrazgo and founded the world’s oldest social housing complex. Another one of
these institutions developed a system involving usance to avoid a papal ban. Nicholas Biddle chaired one
of these that the Supreme Court ruled could not be taxed in McCulloch v. Maryland. For the point, name
these institutions created by the Fuggers, Medici, and governments to manage and lend money.
ANSWER: banks
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Extra Question
Only read if moderator botches a question.
(1) In this region, some 1,500 people died in a coal mining accident, some of whom were trapped
after the mine was sealed. A state in this region only had one legal political party, the Concordia
Association, and it employed the Hoankyoku intelligence agency. The Lytton Report analyzed an
incident that led to an invasion in this region in which dynamite was intentionally set off near a
railway. The Mukden incident sparked an invasion of, for the point, what region of northeast China
where the Japanese set up a puppet state?
ANSWER: Manchuria (accept Manchukuo; prompt on China; prompt on Japanese-occupied
territory)
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